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Abstract
Metro Vancouver has an ever rapidly growing population, this combined with se-
vere summer droughts that are increasing in frequency give rise to the need for
radical change in Metro Vancouver’s water distribution systems. In this project,
these systems are examined, various network models are looked at in detail and
various potential solutions are provided in order to help improve the current state
of Metro Vancouver’s water systems. The main goal of this examination it to mini-
mize the need to acquire water from expensive sources and attempt to maximize
the coverage of current water sources across Metro Vancouver. Four different
models are constructed for this task as well as three different potential networks
for Metro Vancouver.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we want to optimize total water usage in Metro Vancouver. Cities require mil-
lions of litres of water to be transported within its bounds. To optimize total water usage we want
to make sure that every section of the city meets its demands for water. We have developed three
different ways to transport water and a look to the future in 2020.
For our models we want to optimize the total water distribution usage in Metro Vancouver,
and as such we want all of our objective functions maximize 0. The ﬁrst model examined is a
simpliﬁed (isolated) network where dams supply water only to the cities within their respective
region. The simpliﬁed model was used as a baseline to ﬁnd where exactly new pipes need to be
constructed in order to prevent unnecessary construction costs. The next model considered is
an interconnected network where speciﬁc cities from different regions may share water supply.
The interconnected network best represents the network Metro Vancouver currently has imple-
mented. The third model is similar to the interconnected network except that this model has the
inclusion of a bidirectional pipe. This bidirectional pipe allows for water to be sent both ways so
that either region can share and receive water. Following this, the interconnected network with a
bidirectional pipe is tested against predicted population increases and twin tunnel completion in
2020, where the twin tunnel system connects Capilano and Seymour dams. Finally, other potential
solutions are outlined for future consideration of Metro Vancouver’s water systems.
2 Assumptions
The following assumptions were made to simplify the model:
1. We are only concerned with water obtained from Capilano, Seymour, and Coquitlam Lake.
2. Residental demand is the only demand of the system.
3. Water leaks from pipes are pre-emptively taken into account.
4. Water ﬁltration is pre-emptively taken into account.
5. All water that ﬂows through the system is used.
6. In our models, we divided the system into sections by municipality. If the municipalities
are divided into subsections we assumed the population diversity is the same.
7. When dams supply are 0, it implies that the dams supply have reached an minimum ac-
ceptable level.
2.1 Additional Information
Our collected data shows that Metro Vancouver gets nearly all its water from 3 large reser-
voirs: Capilano, Seymour, and Coquitlam. These 3 reservoirs get their water mostly from the lakes
that share their names and the melted snow from nearby mountains. It is important to note that
during the winter months, the water coming into the Capilano reservoir cannot be used due to
the dirt that washes in with the water [3]. Since there exists mountainous terrain between these
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3 reservoirs, the construction of pipes between them is diﬃcult and expensive. Currently, there is
no connection between these 3 reservoirs. A project has been worked on for the last few years to
link 2 of the reservoirs together called the Twin Tunnel Filtration System. Due to the vast system
of pipelines and other water delivery systems, it is estimated that 13% of usable water is lost due
to leakage throughout the system [4]. Our system takes into account all the above paramters.
Figure 1: The purple shaded area is where the Capilano reservoir delivers its water. Likewise with for Seymour
and Coquitlam with the yellow and green shaded areas respectively [8]
3 Isolated Network Model
3.1 Overview
The ﬁrst model taken under consideration was an isolated network. This model is regarded
as the basic foundation for networking when it comes to water transportation due to its simplicity.
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It is simple in the sense that it lacks interconnected nodes. This means that the three watersheds,
Capilano, Seymour and Coquitlam, that provides Metro Vancouver with water only distributes to
its own region and the supply of water for each watershed is separate from its neighbour. Within
this model, it is important to note that water is tranported by the Earth’s gravitational force. This
implies that the resource can ﬂow only in the downwards direction, which differs from an inter-
connected network approach that is comprised of bidirectional pipes, an approach that will be
discussed later in the report.
3.2 Model
Referring to the diagram below, the perception of isolation is apparent in this simplistic
model. It portrays each lake at the top, then the water accumulated enters the dam and after-
wards distributing to each node and ﬁnally going to the residents after going through an intense
ﬁltration system that must pass Metro Vancouver’s water requirements. For example, if we look
at the allocation of water for the Capilano watershed, it is quite simple. As mentioned, we start
off with the Capilano Lake, and subsequently its designated dam. From there, the water is the
transported to the UBC, Central Vancouver then Tsawwassen nodes then to the residents in the
area particular to that node.
3.3 Formulation
Below is the inﬂow and outﬂow constraints:
Capilano Dam: XCap −XU −XCV an −XTsa = 0
UBC: XU −ResU = 0
Central Vancouver: XCV an −ResCV an = 0
Tsawwassen: XTsa −ResTsa = 0
Seymour Dam: XSey −XNV an −XB2 −XB1 = 0
North Vancouver: XNV an −ResNV an = 0
Burnaby 1: XB1 −ResB1 −XNWest1 = 0
New Westminster 1: XNWest1 −ResNWest1 = 0
Burnaby 2: XB2 −ResB2 −XNWest2 = 0
New Westminster 2: XNWest2 −XD −ResNWest2 = 0
Delta: XD −XS1 −ResD = 0
Surrey 1: XD −ResS1 −XS2 = 0
Surrey 2: XS2 −ResS2 = 0
Coquitlam Dam: XCoq −XC −XMR = 0
Coquitlam: XC −ResC − SS3 = 0
Maple Ridge: XMR −ResMR = 0
Surrey 3: XS3 −XL = 0
Langley: XL −ResL = 0
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Below is the supply and resident demand constraints for November, the rest can be found in the
appendix:
Figure 2: The network
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Supply Constraints:
XCap ≤ 0
XSey ≤ 18948.6 + 9904.34 surplus from October
XCoq ≤ 6551.1
Resident Demand Constraints:
UBC: ResU ≥ 740.8368
Central Vancouver: ResCV an ≥ 7949.5920
Tsawwassen: ResTsa ≥ 301.4352
North Vancouver: ResNV an ≥ 1909.5552
Burnaby 1: ResB1 ≥ 1607.1696
New Westminster 1: ResNWest1 ≥ 475.0272
Burnaby 2: ResB2 ≥ 1607.1696
New Westminster 2: ResNWest2 ≥ 475.0272
Delta: ResD ≥ 1438.0272
Surrey 1: ResS1 ≥ 2340.432
Surrey 2: ResS2 ≥ 2340.432
Coquitlam: ResC ≥ 2720.03424
Maple Ridge: ResMR ≥ 1350.5472
Surrey 3 : ResS3 ≥ 2340.432
Langley: ResL ≥ 1500.1488
3.4 Results
The simplicity of this network allows for easy construction and management. However, it
there are some drawbacks. This simplistic approach is built on the concept that each watershed is
responsible for supplying water to its own region due to the absence of links between the nodes.
Another advantage is the type of energy used in the process of transporting water. As mentioned
previously, the force of gravity moves the resource from node to node which is cost free since the
pipes do not have to be built with a pump or use electricity to trigger the process. It is also crucial to
understand that each watershed generally does not depend on its neighbouring watersheds, with
an exception to certain months where there is a deﬁcit in the amount of water obtained. The only
feasible months are September, June, July, and August. For example, during the winter Capilano
actually doesn’t acquire any water (see the diagram below). This deﬁciency causes a decrease in
supply and an increase in demand which results in some downsides. One of the downsides is that
since Capilano is not receiving any water, water must be obtained from its neighbours, Seymour
and Coquitlam, which may cause the aggregate water levels to drop below its standard threshold.
Secondly, this might also initiate water restrictions on the citizens of Metro Vancouver. Generally,
average water usage levels decrease throughout the winter months, nevertheless, there are still
residents who contribute to activities such as washing their car, or power washing their house,
driveway, etc. Additionally, the importation of water is also something taken into account. This
solution however, is the worst case scenario since transporting large amounts of water is costly
and also time consuming.
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Figure 3: Results of November’s Model
4 Interconnected Network Model
4.1 Overview
The second model covered is an interconnected network of three regions in Metro Vancou-
ver; Capilano, Seymour and Coquitlam. In this network, some nodes, city reservoirs, from different
regions are now connected by a pipe. This allows a region in excess to share water with a region
in deﬁcit if such a case arises. Note that in this model, water ﬂows with gravity so a node with
higher elevation will not receive water from a lower elevated node. The interconnected model
best represents the network that Metro Vancouver currently has implemented as a water system.
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The reason behind constructing the interconnectedmodel is to determine whether connecting city
reservoirs from separate regions helps increase the number of feasible nodes, meaning a node’s
demand is met.
4.2 Potential Improvements Versus Isolated Model
As an example of the potential improvements of the interconnected model versus the old
model, North Vancouver, which is in Seymour’s region may now receive water from Capilano Dam
if North Vancouver is in deﬁcit and Capilano has excess supply. This transfer of water ﬂow will not
work the other way around, so if North Vancouver has access to additional water and Capilano
Dam is in need of water, North Vancouver still cannot send excess water to Capilano Dam.
4.3 Model
In Figure 4, the Y arcs represent pipes that are not present in the isolated network. The
majority of Y arcs are pipes that supply water from one region to another, excluding a select few,
arcs YD and YNWest2A that supply water to cities within the same network.
Figure 4: The interconnected network, purple links denote the new pipes added compared to the previous
model
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4.4 Formulation
The formulation is similar to the previous models with the minor difference of adding or
subtracting Y arcs. Below is the inﬂow and outﬂow constraints:
Capilano Dam: XCap −XU −XCV an −XTsa − YNV an = 0
UBC: XU −ResU = 0
Central Vancouver: XCV an −ResCV an − YB1 − YNWest1 = 0
Tsawwassen: XTsa −ResTsa + YTsa = 0
Seymour Dam: XSey −XNV an −XB2 −XB1 = 0
North Vancouver: XNV an −ResNV an + YNV an = 0
Burnaby 1: XB1 −ResB1 −XNWest1 + YB1 = 0
New Westminster 1: XNWest1 −ResNWest1 + YNWest1 − YNWest2A − YD − YTsa = 0
Burnaby 2: XB2 −ResB2 −XNWest2 = 0
New Westminster 2: XNWest2 −XD −ResNWest2 + YNWest2B + YNWest2A = 0
Delta: XD −XS1 −ResD + YD = 0
Surrey 1: XD −ResS1 −XS2 = 0
Surrey 2: XS2 −ResS2 = 0
Coquitlam Dam: XCoq −XC −XMR = 0
Coquitlam: XC −ResC − SS3 − YNWest2B = 0
Maple Ridge: XMR −ResMR = 0
Surrey 3: XS3 −XL = 0
Langley: XL −ResL = 0
Since there is the same amount of demand and supply as in the previous model, the demand and
supply constraints remain the same. To see the full formulation, refer to the appendix.
4.5 Results
September, June, July, and August are still the only months where all cities received enough
water to supply their respective demands. The feasible months remain the same as the months
feasible for the isolated model, but there is a noticeable difference in the deﬁcits of infeasible
months. The interconnectedmodelmanaged to distribute supply better than the simpliﬁedmodel.
Figure 5 shows the feasibility of each city results in November for the interconnected model.
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Figure 5: November’s results with red nodes denoting nodes where the demands are not met
5 Interconnected Network with Bidirectional Pipe
5.1 Overview
The second model covered is an interconnected network of the three regions in Metro Van-
couver; Capilano, Seymour, and Coquitlam. In this network, some nodes denoting city reservoirs
from different regions are now connected by a pipe and one bidirectional pipe. This excess pipe
allows water to ﬂow to previous nodes in a higher elevation. This pipe is able to do this by a pump
powered by electricity or by some other means.
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5.2 Potential Improvements Versus Previous Models
For example, North Vancouver, which is in Seymour’s region, may now receive water from
Capilano Dam if North Vancouver is in deﬁcit and Capilano has excess supply which also works the
other way around with this new bidirectional pipe.
5.3 Model
In Figure 6, the Z arcs represent the bidirectional pipe which can ﬂow water both to a higher
and lower point in the system.
Figure 6: The bidirectional network, purple arcs denote the new pipes added compared to the isolated net-
work, and red arcs denote the new bidirectional pipe
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5.4 Formulation
Again each node is formulated in the same way as previous models except with the addition
and subtraction to appropiate constraints regarding the bidirectional pipe. Below is the inﬂow and
outﬂow constraints:
Capilano Dam: XCap −XU −XCV an −XTsa − YNV an − ZNV an + ZCap = 0
UBC: XU −ResU = 0
Central Vancouver: XCV an −ResCV an − YB1 − YNWest1 = 0
Tsawwassen: XTsa −ResTsa + YTsa = 0
Seymour Dam: XSey −XNV an −XB2 −XB1 = 0
North Vancouver: XNV an −ResNV an + YNV an + ZNV an − ZCap = 0
Burnaby 1: XB1 −ResB1 −XNWest1 + YB1 = 0
New Westminster 1: XNWest1 −ResNWest1 + YNWest1 − YNWest2A − YD − YTsa = 0
Burnaby 2: XB2 −ResB2 −XNWest2 = 0
New Westminster 2: XNWest2 −XD −ResNWest2 + YNWest2B + YNWest2A = 0
Delta: XD −XS1 −ResD + YD = 0
Surrey 1: XD −ResS1 −XS2 = 0
Surrey 2: XS2 −ResS2 = 0
Coquitlam Dam: XCoq −XC −XMR = 0
Coquitlam: XC −ResC − SS3 − YNWest2B = 0
Maple Ridge: XMR −ResMR = 0
Surrey 3 : XS3 −XL = 0
Langley: XL −ResL = 0
Since there is the same amount of demand and supply as in the previous model, the demand and
supply constraints remain the same. To see the full formulation, refer to the appendix.
5.5 Results
September, May, June, July and August are still the only months where all cities received
enough water to supply their respective demands. The number of feasible months are increased
from the previous model compared to this model, in this model we have the additional month of
feasibility in May. This model was able to distribute water in better ways than the previous models
since it was able to push water where it was needed more adequately.
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Figure 7: The bidirectional network’s results for November with red nodes denoting nodes where the de-
mands are not met
6 Looking to the Future
6.1 Infrastructure
As mentioned earlier, there is currently a project that has been worked on for over 10 years,
set to ﬁnish spring of 2015. It is called the Twin Tunnel Filtration system, this project eliminates
the issue of the Capilano reservoir not providing any water due to the dirt washing in during the
winter months. It sends the water from Capilano through one tunnel to the large ﬁltration plant in
Seymour. This will provide an estimated 300 million more liters of water per day.
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6.2 Projection
Since infrastructure in the water industry takes a signiﬁcant amount of time, it is important
to plan ahead. Metro Vancouver’s population is set to increase from 2.3 million in 2014 to 2.8
million in 2025 [1] [5]. This means demand will inevitably be rising along with the population.
However, Vancouver has always made an effort to be one of the greenest places to live in. The
2006 estimated water consumption is 583 litres per person per day. In 2013, 5 years later, it was
estimated that we have reduced that water usage to 480 L per person per day. The projected
consumption is 390 L per person by 2020 [7].
Figure 8: Water usage decrease per day per person
6.3 Formulation
We are testing whether the increase in population demand can be met by increased water
consumption eﬃciency. Formulation for this projection is quite simple. The formulation of the
interconnected nodes system including a bidirectional node was used, with changes to three data
points: the population constants, water usage data, and demand data. A simpliﬁcation was made
to adjust the population size as the ratio of overall population increase, 2.3 million to 2.8 million,
is applied to each city and municipality.
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Figure 9: Projected population increase [1] [5]
Since we are using the same network for the population growthmodel, the inﬂow and outﬂow
constraints remain the same.
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Below is November’s demand and supply constraints, the remaining models can be found in
the appendix:
Resident Demand Constraints:
UBC: ResU ≥ 740.8368
Central Vancouver: ResCV an ≥ 7949.5920
Tsawwassen: ResTsa ≥ 301.4352
North Vancouver: ResNV an ≥ 1909.5552
Burnaby 1: ResB1 ≥ 1607.1696
New Westminster 1: ResNWest1 ≥ 475.0272
Burnaby 2: ResB2 ≥ 1607.1696
New Westminster 2: ResNWest2 ≥ 475.0272
Delta: ResD ≥ 1438.0272
Surrey 1: ResS1 ≥ 2340.432
Surrey 2: ResS2 ≥ 2340.432
Coquitlam: ResC ≥ 2720.03424
Maple Ridge: ResMR ≥ 1350.5472
Surrey 3: ResS3 ≥ 2340.432
Langley: ResL ≥ 1500.1488
Supply Constraints:
XCap ≤ 4477.02
XSey ≤ 17018.07 + 7095.108 surplus from September
XCoq ≤ 7821.3 + 300.3966 surplus from September
The network model for population growth is the same as it was for the bidirectional network since
the inﬂow and outﬂow constraints are the same.
6.4 Results
The observed result of the formulation is that there is actually a signiﬁcant improvement in
demands being met. This means that the estimated water usage eﬃciency surpasses the pro-
jected population growth. Solving this model gives us a feasible solution in a greater number of
months than previous models see the table below. In addition, infeasible months are quite close
to being feasible, with only very small deﬁcits. This result shows that there is not an urgent need
for additional infrastructure. The supply will be able to keep up with the demand. However, this
trend must be continually monitored; decrease in water consumption due to eﬃciency has a limit,
while population growth continues indeﬁnitely.
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F: Feasible NF: Not Feasible
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.
Isolated Dams F NF NF NF NF NF NF NF NF F F F
Interconnected F NF NF NF NF NF NF NF NF F F F
Bidirectional F NF NF NF NF NF NF NF F F F F
Population F F NF NF F NF NF F F F F F
Figure 10: The population network results for November with red nodes denoting nodes where the demands
are not met
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7 Other Possible Models and Formulations
7.1 Rain Barrels
In contrast to larger solutions, smaller scale solutions can also be taken in consideration. The
ﬁrst being the mandatory implementation of rain barrels. These barrels would be implemented
to each residential home limiting one per family and can hold up to 280L of water. The rainwater
captured will not be used as drinking water but used for things such as watering plants and lawn,
or washing the car, etc. An example of such a barrel can seen in Figure 11 which can be purchased
as the local recycle depot for approximately $30.00. Although rain barrels are quite inexpensive,
the concern was that even though it is mandatory, people might be unwilling to implement it or
slow it due to things such as aesthetics or space.
Figure 11: Example of a possible rain barrel [6]
8 Conclusion
Our extensive research and multidimensional models and formulations has shown that wa-
ter distribution systems is not a simplemodel. Just within the area of Metro Vancouver, it is evident
that there are numerous ways to create a system that is both ﬁnancially affordable and eﬃciently
functional. Metro Vancouver is fortunate to receive heavy rainfall throughout most of any given
year. Even so, there were many obstacles that needed to be cleared in order to ensure the water
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demands of its many cities and municipalities are met. Furthermore, not only must the current
situation be considered, it is critical tomonitor the constantly changing situation; weather and pop-
ulation trends, technological development, and ﬂuctuating economy are among the many things
that can affect a water system. Aside from just the major pipelines and systems, there are nu-
merous ways of collecting and conserving water that can be implemented, even within individual
households. Promotion of these water eﬃcient methods as well as regular improvements made
to the large system are essential to maintaining a balanced and competent water system.
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A Model Formulation
A.1 Supply and Demand Constraints
A.1.1 Isolated, Interconnected, and Bidirectional Model
The supply and resident demand constraints do not change for isolated, interconnected, and
bidirectional formulations since they cover the same time period and variables like population,
water ﬂow needs, etc. do not change.
For the month of September:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 12815.1
XSey ≤ 12919.5
XCoq ≤ 8038.8
For the month of October:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 4477.02 + 3823.236 surplus from September
XSey ≤ 17018.07 + 3067.092 surplus from September
XCoq ≤ 7821.3 + 215.3808 surplus from September
For the month of November:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 0
XSey ≤ 18948.6 + 9904.34 surplus fromOctober
XCoq ≤ 6551.1
For the month of December:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 863.04
XSey ≤ 18393.54 + 19000.53 surplus fromNovember
XCoq ≤ 6310.98
For the month of January:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 0
XSey ≤ 17746.26 + 27213.25 surplus fromDecember
XCoq ≤ 7875.24
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For the month of February:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 0
XSey ≤ 17319.96 + 34778.69 surplus from January
XCoq ≤ 5968.2
For the month of March:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 0
XSey ≤ 17018.07 + 42903.07 surplus from February
XCoq ≤ 6418.86
For the month of April:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 1957.5
XSey ≤ 15868.8 + 51331.55 surplus fromMarch
XCoq ≤ 7151.4
For the month of May:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 6095.22
XSey ≤ 13997.43 + 57347.94 surplus fromApril
XCoq ≤ 9655.26
For the month of June:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 9500.4
XSey ≤ 11405.7 + 61164.55 surplus fromMay
XCoq ≤ 7464.6 + 1571.06 surplus fromMay
For the month of July:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 11462.25 + 508.536 surplus from June
XSey ≤ 14078.34 + 62717.84 surplus from June
XCoq ≤ 8792.22 + 1212.241 surplus from June
For the month of August:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 12433.17 + 2679.193 surplus from July
XSey ≤ 11462.25 + 66615.36 surplus from July
XCoq ≤ 13592.88 + 1920.261 surplus from July
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For months with 28 days:
Resident Demand Constraints :
UBC : ResU ≥ 691.44768
Central V ancouver : ResCV an ≥ 7949.6192
Tsawwassen : ResTsa ≥ 281.33952
North V ancouver : ResNV an ≥ 1782.25152
Burnaby 1 : ResB1 ≥ 1500.02496
NewWestminster 1 : ResNWest1 ≥ 443.35872
Burnaby 2 : ResB2 ≥ 1500.02496
NewWestminster 2 : ResNWest2 ≥ 443.35872
Delta : ResD ≥ 1342.15872
Surrey 1 : ResS1 ≥ 2184.4032
Surrey 2 : ResS2 ≥ 2184.4032
Coquitlam : ResC ≥ 2456.80512
Maple Ridge : ResMR ≥ 1260.51072
Surrey 3 : ResS3 ≥ 2184.4032
Langley : ResL ≥ 1400.13888
For months with 30 days:
Resident Demand Constraints :
UBC : ResU ≥ 740.8368
Central V ancouver : ResCV an ≥ 7949.5920
Tsawwassen : ResTsa ≥ 301.4352
North V ancouver : ResNV an ≥ 1909.5552
Burnaby 1 : ResB1 ≥ 1607.1696
NewWestminster 1 : ResNWest1 ≥ 475.0272
Burnaby 2 : ResB2 ≥ 1607.1696
NewWestminster 2 : ResNWest2 ≥ 475.0272
Delta : ResD ≥ 1438.0272
Surrey 1 : ResS1 ≥ 2340.432
Surrey 2 : ResS2 ≥ 2340.432
Coquitlam : ResC ≥ 2720.03424
Maple Ridge : ResMR ≥ 1350.5472
Surrey 3 : ResS3 ≥ 2340.432
Langley : ResL ≥ 1500.1488
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For months with 31 days:
Resident Demand Constraints :
UBC : ResU ≥ 765.53136
Central V ancouver : ResCV an ≥ 8214.5784
Tsawwassen : ResTsa ≥ 311.48304
North V ancouver : ResNV an ≥ 1973.20704
Burnaby 1 : ResB1 ≥ 1660.74192
NewWestminster 1 : ResNWest1 ≥ 490.86144
Burnaby 2 : ResB2 ≥ 1660.74192
NewWestminster 2 : ResNWest2 ≥ 490.86144
Delta : ResD ≥ 1485.96144
Surrey 1 : ResS1 ≥ 2418.4464
Surrey 2 : ResS2 ≥ 2418.4464
Coquitlam : ResC ≥ 2720.03424
Maple Ridge : ResMR ≥ 1395.56544
Surrey 3 : ResS3 ≥ 2418.4464
Langley : ResL ≥ 1550.15376
A.1.2 Population Growth Model
For the month of September:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 12815.1
XSey ≤ 12919.5
XCoq ≤ 8038.8
For the month of October:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 4477.02
XSey ≤ 17018.07 + 7095.108 surplus from September
XCoq ≤ 7821.3 + 300.3966 surplus from September
For the month of November:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 8910
XSey ≤ 18948.6 + 9950.705 surplus fromOctober
XCoq ≤ 6551.1 + 383.2932 surplus fromOctober
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For the month of December:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 863.04
XSey ≤ 18393.54 + 19169.81 surplus fromNovember
XCoq ≤ 6310.98
For the month of January:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 9517
XSey ≤ 17746.26 + 19786.9 surplus fromDecember
XCoq ≤ 7875.24
For the month of February:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 8540
XSey ≤ 17319.96 + 28410.67 surplus from January
XCoq ≤ 5968.2 + 136.8366 surplus from January
For the month of March:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 9083
XSey ≤ 18609.3 + 35631.41 surplus from February
XCoq ≤ 6418.86
For the month of April:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 1957.5
XSey ≤ 15868.8 + 44683.94 surplus fromMarch
XCoq ≤ 7151.4
For the month of May:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 6095.22
XSey ≤ 13997.43 + 43870.75 surplus fromApril
XCoq ≤ 9655.26
For the month of June:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 9500.4
XSey ≤ 11405.7 + 45323.91 surplus fromMay
XCoq ≤ 7464.6 + 1916.857 surplus fromMay
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For the month of July:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 11462.25
XSey ≤ 14078.34 + 47590.52 surplus from June
XCoq ≤ 8792.22 + 1643.053 surplus from June
For the month of August:
Supply Constraints :
XCap ≤ 12433.17
XSey ≤ 11462.25 + 54491.61 surplus from July
XCoq ≤ 13592.88 + 2696.87 surplus from July
For months with 28 days:
Resident Demand Constraints :
UBC : ResU ≥ 732.7944
Central V ancouver : ResCV an ≥ 7863.1839
Tsawwassen : ResTsa ≥ 298.1628
North V ancouver : ResNV an ≥ 1888.8012
Burnaby 1 : ResB1 ≥ 1589.7024
NewWestminster 1 : ResNWest1 ≥ 469.872
Burnaby 2 : ResB2 ≥ 1589.7024
NewWestminster 2 : ResNWest2 ≥ 469.872
Delta : ResD ≥ 1422.4041
Surrey 1 : ResS1 ≥ 2314.9971
Surrey 2 : ResS2 ≥ 2314.9971
Coquitlam : ResC ≥ 2603.6829
Maple Ridge : ResMR ≥ 1335.8709
Surrey 3 : ResS3 ≥ 2314.9971
Langley : ResL ≥ 1483.8525
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For months with 30 days:
Resident Demand Constraints :
UBC : ResU ≥ 740.8368
Central V ancouver : ResCV an ≥ 7949.5920
Tsawwassen : ResTsa ≥ 301.4352
North V ancouver : ResNV an ≥ 1909.5552
Burnaby 1 : ResB1 ≥ 1607.1696
NewWestminster 1 : ResNWest1 ≥ 475.0272
Burnaby 2 : ResB2 ≥ 1607.1696
NewWestminster 2 : ResNWest2 ≥ 475.0272
Delta : ResD ≥ 1438.0272
Surrey 1 : ResS1 ≥ 2340.432
Surrey 2 : ResS2 ≥ 2340.432
Coquitlam : ResC ≥ 2720.03424
Maple Ridge : ResMR ≥ 1350.5472
Surrey 3 : ResS3 ≥ 2340.432
Langley : ResL ≥ 1500.1488
For months with 31 days:
Resident Demand Constraints :
UBC : ResU ≥ 732.7944
Central V ancouver : ResCV an ≥ 7863.1839
Tsawwassen : ResTsa ≥ 298.1628
North V ancouver : ResNV an ≥ 1888.8012
Burnaby 1 : ResB1 ≥ 1589.7024
NewWestminster 1 : ResNWest1 ≥ 469.872
Burnaby 2 : ResB2 ≥ 1589.7024
NewWestminster 2 : ResNWest2 ≥ 469.872
Delta : ResD ≥ 1422.4041
Surrey 1 : ResS1 ≥ 2314.9971
Surrey 2 : ResS2 ≥ 2314.9971
Coquitlam : ResC ≥ 2603.6829
Maple Ridge : ResMR ≥ 1335.8709
Surrey 3 : ResS3 ≥ 2314.9971
Langley : ResL ≥ 1483.8525
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B Table of Results
B.1 Isolated Model
For the month of September:
XCapL 8991.864 XSeyL 9852.408 XCoqL 7823.4192
XU 740.8368 XNV an 1909.5552 XC 6472.872
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 2632.2912
XCV an 7949.592 XB2 5860.656 XMR 1350.5472
ResCV an 7949.592 ResB2 5860.656 ResMR 1350.5472
XTsa 301.4352 XB1 2082.1968 XS3 3840.5808
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 2082.1968 ResS3 2340.432
XNWest1 475.0272 XL 1500.1488
ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
XNWest2 4253.4864
ResNW2 475.0272
XD 3778.4592
ResD 1438.0272
XS1 2340.432
ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
For the month of October:
XCapL 8300.256 XSeyL 10180.8216 XCoqL 8036.6808
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5316.64656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2370.92736
XCV an 7534.72464 XB2 6056.0112 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 7534.72464 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 2151.60336 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 0 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
XNWest1 490.86144 XL 1500.15376
ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1500.15376
XNWest2 4395.26928
ResNW2 490.86144
XD 3904.40784
ResD 1485.96144
XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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For the month of November:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 9852.408 XCoqL 6551.1
XU 0 XNV an 1909.5552 XC 3918.8088
ResU 0 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 1068.1128
XCV an 0 XB2 5860.656 XMR 2632.2912
ResCV an 0 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 2632.2912
XTsa 0 XB1 2082.1968 XS3 2850.696
ResTsa 0 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
XNWest1 475.0272 XL 1500.1488
ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
XNWest2 4253.4864
ResNW2 475.0272
XD 3778.4592
ResD 1438.0272
XS1 2340.432
ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
For the month of December:
XCapL 863.04 XSeyL 10180.8216 XCoqL 8036.6808
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5316.64656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2370.92736
XCV an 7534.72464 XB2 6056.0112 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 7534.72464 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 2151.60336 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 0 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
XNWest1 490.86144 XL 1500.15376
ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1500.15376
XNWest2 4395.26928
ResNW2 490.86144
XD 3904.40784
ResD 1485.96144
XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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For the month of January:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 10180.8216 XCoqL 7875.24
XU 0 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5155.20576
ResU 0 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2209.48656
XCV an 0 XB2 6056.0112 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 0 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 2151.60336 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 0 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
XNWest1 490.86144 XL 1500.15376
ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1500.15376
XNWest2 4395.26928
ResNW2 490.86144
XD 3904.40784
ResD 1485.96144
XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of February:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 9195.5808 XCoqL 5968.2
XU 0 XNV an 1782.25152 XC 3511.39488
ResU 0 ResNV an 1782.25152 ResC 850.74528
XCV an 0 XB2 5469.9456 XMR 2456.80512
ResCV an 0 ResB2 1500.02496 ResMR 2456.80512
XTsa 0 XB1 1943.38368 XS3 2660.6496
ResTsa 0 ResB1 1500.02496 ResS3 1260.51072
XNWest1 443.35872 XL 1400.13888
ResNW1 443.35872 ResL 1400.13888
XNWest2 3969.92064
ResNW2 443.35872
XD 3526.56192
ResD 1342.15872
XS1 2184.4032
ResS1 2184.4032
XS2 2184.4032
ResS2 2184.4032
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For the month of March:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 10180.8216 XCoqL 6418.86
XU 0 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 3698.82576
ResU 0 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 753.10656
XCV an 0 XB2 6056.0112 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 0 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 2151.60336 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 0 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
XNWest1 490.86144 XL 1550.15376
ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
XNWest2 4395.26928
ResNW2 490.86144
XD 3904.40784
ResD 1485.96144
XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of April:
XCapL 1957.5 XSeyL 9852.408 XCoqL 7151.4
XU 740.8368 XNV an 1909.5552 XC 4519.1088
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 1668.4128
XCV an 1216.6632 XB2 5860.656 XMR 2632.2912
ResCV an 1216.6632 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 2632.2912
XTsa 0 XB1 2082.1968 XS3 2850.696
ResTsa 0 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
XNWest1 475.0272 XL 1500.1488
ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
XNWest2 4253.4864
ResNW2 475.0272
XD 3778.4592
ResD 1438.0272
XS1 2340.432
ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
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For the month of May:
XCapL 6095.22 XSeyL 10180.8216 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 5329.68864 XB2 6056.0112 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 5329.68864 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 2151.60336 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 0 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
XNWest1 490.86144 XL 1550.15376
ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
XNWest2 4395.26928
ResNW2 490.86144
XD 3904.40784
ResD 1485.96144
XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of June:
XCapL 8991.864 XSeyL 9852.408 XCoqL 7823.4192
XU 740.8368 XNV an 1909.5552 XC 5191.128
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 2340.432
XCV an 7949.592 XB2 5860.656 XMR 2632.2912
ResCV an 7949.592 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 2632.2912
XTsa 301.4352 XB1 2082.1968 XS3 2850.696
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
XNWest1 475.0272 XL 1500.1488
ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
XNWest2 4253.4864
ResNW2 475.0272
XD 3778.4592
ResD 1438.0272
XS1 2340.432
ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
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For the month of July:
XCapL 9291.5928 XSeyL 10180.8216 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 8214.5784 XB2 6056.0112 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 2151.60336 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
XNWest1 490.86144 XL 1550.15376
ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
XNWest2 4395.26928
ResNW2 490.86144
XD 3904.40784
ResD 1485.96144
XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of August:
XCapL 9291.5928 XSeyL 10180.8216 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 8214.5784 XB2 6056.0112 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 2151.60336 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
XNWest1 490.86144 XL 1550.15376
ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
XNWest2 4395.26928
ResNW2 490.86144
XD 3904.40784
ResD 1485.96144
XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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B.2 Interconnected Model
For the month of September:
XCapL 12815.1 XSeyL 9852.408 XCoqL 7823.4192
XU 740.8368 XNV an 1909.5552 XC 6472.872
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 2632.2912
XCV an 10031.789 XB2 5860.656 XMR 1350.5472
ResCV an 7949.592 ResB2 5860.656 ResMR 1350.5472
XTsa 301.4352 XB1 2082.1968 XS3 3840.5808
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 2082.1968 ResS3 2340.432
YNV an 1741.0392 XNWest1 475.0272 XL 1500.1488
YB1 1607.1696 ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
YNWest1 475.0272 XNWest2 4253.4864
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 475.0272
YNWest2A 0 XD 3778.4592
YD 0 ResD 1438.0272
YTsa 0 XS1 2340.432
ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
For the month of October:
XCapL 4477.02 XSeyL 10492.30464 XCoqL 8036.6808
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5316.64656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 3711.48864 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 3711.48864 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 6858.35568 XS3 2898.20016
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
YNV an 0 XNWest1 5197.61376 XL 1502.63472
YB1 0 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1502.63472
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 311.48304 XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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For the month of November:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 10153.8432 XCoqL 6551.1
XU 0 XNV an 1909.5552 XC 3918.8088
ResU 0 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 1068.1128
XCV an 0 XB2 5860.656 XMR 2632.2912
ResCV an 0 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 2632.2912
XTsa 0 XB1 2082.1968 XS3 2850.696
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
YNV an 0 XNWest1 475.0272 XL 1500.1488
YB1 0 ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 4253.4864
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 475.0272
YNWest2A 475.0272 XD 3778.4592
YD 3778.4592 ResD 1438.0272
YTsa 301.4352 XS1 2340.432
ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
For the month of December:
XCapL 863.04 XSeyL 10492.30464 XCoqL 6310.98
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 3590.94576
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 97.50864 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 97.50864 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 6858.35568 XS3 1172.49936
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1172.49936
YNV an 0 XNWest1 5197.61376 XL 0
YB1 0 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 0
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 311.48304 XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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For the month of January:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 10492.30464 XCoqL 7875.24
XU 0 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5155.20576
ResU 0 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2209.48656
XCV an 0 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 0 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 6858.35568 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
YNV an 0 XNWest1 5197.61376 XL 1500.15376
YB1 0 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1500.15376
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 311.48304 XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of February:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 9476.92032 XCoqL 5968.2
XU 0 XNV an 1782.25152 XC 3511.39488
ResU 0 ResNV an 1782.25152 ResC 850.74528
XCV an 0 XB2 1500.02496 XMR 2456.80512
ResCV an 0 ResB2 1500.02496 ResMR 2456.80512
XTsa 0 XB1 6194.64384 XS3 2660.6496
ResTsa 281.33952 ResB1 1500.02496 ResS3 1260.51072
YNV an 0 XNWest1 4694.61888 XL 1400.13888
YB1 0 ResNW1 443.35872 ResL 1400.13888
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 443.35872
YNWest2A 443.35872 XD 0
YD 3526.56192 ResD 1342.15872
YTsa 281.33952 XS1 2184.4032
ResS1 2184.4032
XS2 2184.4032
ResS2 2184.4032
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For the month of March:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 10492.30464 XCoqL 6418.86
XU 0 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 3698.82576
ResU 0 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 753.10656
XCV an 0 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 0 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 6858.35568 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
YNV an 0 XNWest1 5197.61376 XL 1550.15376
YB1 0 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 311.48304 XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of April:
XCapL 1957.5 XSeyL 10153.8432 XCoqL 7151.4
XU 740.8368 XNV an 1909.5552 XC 4519.1088
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 2340.432
XCV an 1216.6632 XB2 1607.1696 XMR 2632.2912
ResCV an 1216.6632 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 2632.2912
XTsa 0 XB1 6637.1184 XS3 2178.6768
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
YNV an 0 XNWest1 5029.9488 XL 828.1296
YB1 0 ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 828.1296
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 475.0272
YNWest2A 475.0272 XD 0
YD 3778.4592 ResD 1438.0272
YTsa 301.4352 XS1 2340.432
ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
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For the month of May:
XCapL 6095.22 XSeyL 10492.30464 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 5329.68864 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 5329.68864 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 0 XB1 6858.35568 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
YNV an 0 XNWest1 5197.61376 XL 1550.15376
YB1 0 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 311.48304 XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of June:
XCapL 9500.4 XSeyL 9343.872 XCoqL 7823.4192
XU 740.8368 XNV an 1909.5552 XC 5191.128
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 2340.432
XCV an 7949.592 XB2 1607.1696 XMR 2632.2912
ResCV an 7949.592 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 2632.2912
XTsa 301.4352 XB1 5827.1472 XS3 2850.696
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
YNV an 0 XNWest1 4219.9776 XL 1500.1488
YB1 0 ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
YNWest1 508.536 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 475.0272
YNWest2A 475.0272 XD 0
YD 3778.4592 ResD 1438.0272
YTsa 0 XS1 2340.432
ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
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For the month of July:
XCapL 11462.25 XSeyL 8010.1644 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 10385.2356 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 4376.21544 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
YNV an 0 XNWest1 2715.47352 XL 1550.15376
YB1 0 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 2170.6572 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 0 XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of August:
XCapL 12433.17 XSeyL 7039.2444 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 1973.20704 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 11356.1556 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 3405.29544 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
YNV an 0 XNWest1 1744.55352 XL 1550.15376
YB1 0 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 3141.5772 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 0 XS1 2418.4464
ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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B.3 Bidirectional Model
For the month of September:
XCapL 12815.1 XSeyL 6029.172 XCoqL 7823.4192
XU 740.8368 XNV an 168.516 XC 6472.872
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 2632.2912
XCV an 10031.789 XB2 5860.656 XMR 1350.5472
ResCV an 7949.592 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 1350.5472
XTsa 301.4352 XB1 0 XS3 3840.5808
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 2340.432
ZNV an 1741.0392 XNWest1 0 XL 1500.1488
YB1 1607.1696 ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
YNWest1 475.0272 XNWest2 4253.4864
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 475.0272
YNWest2B 0 XD 3778.4592
YNWest2A 0 ResD 1438.0272
YD 0 XS1 2340.432
ZCap 0 ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
For the month of October:
XCapL 4477.02 XSeyL 14995.3944 XCoqL 8036.6808
XU 765.53136 XNV an 13334.65248 XC 5316.64656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2370.92736
XCV an 14761.451 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 0 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1550.15376
YB1 1660.74192 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 4886.13072 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 0 XS1 2418.4464
ZCap 11361.4454 ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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For the month of November:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 18844.272 XCoqL 6551.1
XU 740.8368 XNV an 10599.984 XC 5191.128
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 2340.432
XCV an 7949.592 XB2 1607.1696 XMR 1359.972
ResCV an 7949.592 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 1359.972
XTsa 0 XB1 6637.1184 XS3 2850.696
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 5029.9488 XL 1500.1488
YB1 0 ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 475.0272
YNWest2A 475.0272 XD 0
YD 3778.4592 ResD 1438.0272
YTsa 301.4352 XS1 2340.432
ZCap 8690.4288 ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
For the month of December:
XCapL 863.04 XSeyL 18609.3744 XCoqL 6310.98
XU 765.53136 XNV an 16948.63248 XC 3590.94576
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 645.22656
XCV an 14761.451 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 0 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.15376
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1550.15376
YB1 1660.74192 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 4886.13072 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 0 XS1 2418.4464
ZCap 14975.4254 ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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For the month of January:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 19472.4144 XCoqL 7875.24
XU 765.53136 XNV an 10953.3168 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 8214.5784 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2511.0744
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2511.0744
XTsa 0 XB1 6858.35568 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 5197.61376 XL 1550.15376
YB1 0 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 0 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 311.48304 XS1 2418.4464
ZCap 8980.10976 ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of February:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 17587.9872 XCoqL 5968.2
XU 691.44768 XNV an 16087.96224 XC 3511.39488
ResU 691.44768 ResNV an 1782.25152 ResC 850.74528
XCV an 13332.9235 XB2 1500.02496 XMR 2456.80512
ResCV an 7419.6192 ResB2 1500.02496 ResMR 2456.80512
XTsa 281.33952 XB1 0 XS3 2660.6496
ResTsa 281.33952 ResB1 1500.02496 ResS3 1260.51072
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1400.13888
YB1 1500.02496 ResNW1 443.35872 ResL 1400.13888
YNWest1 4413.27936 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 443.35872
YNWest2A 443.35872 XD 0
YD 3526.56192 ResD 1342.15872
YTsa 0 XS1 2184.4032
ZCap 14305.7107 ResS1 2184.4032
XS2 2184.4032
ResS2 2184.4032
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For the month of March:
XCapL 0 XSeyL 19447.71984 XCoqL 6418.86
XU 740.8368 XNV an 17786.97792 XC 3698.82576
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 753.10656
XCV an 14761.451 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 0 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1550.15376
YB1 1660.74192 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 4886.13072 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 0 XS1 2418.4464
ZCap 15813.7709 ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of April:
XCapL 1957.5 XSeyL 16886.772 XCoqL 7151.4
XU 740.8368 XNV an 15279.6024 XC 4519.1088
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 1668.4128
XCV an 14285.2752 XB2 1607.1696 XMR 2632.2912
ResCV an 7949.592 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 2632.2912
XTsa 301.4352 XB1 0 XS3 2850.696
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1500.1488
YB1 1607.1696 ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
YNWest1 4728.5136 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 475.0272
YNWest2A 475.0272 XD 0
YD 3778.4592 ResD 1438.0272
YTsa 0 XS1 2340.432
ZCap 13370.0472 ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
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For the month of May:
XCapL 6095.22 XSeyL 13377.1944 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 11716.45248 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 14761.451 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 0 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1550.15376
YB1 1660.74192 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 4886.13072 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 0 XS1 2418.4464
ZCap 9743.24544 ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of June:
XCapL 9500.4 XSeyL 9343.872 XCoqL 7823.4192
XU 740.8368 XNV an 7736.7024 XC 5191.128
ResU 740.8368 ResNV an 1909.5552 ResC 2340.432
XCV an 14285.275 XB2 1607.1696 XMR 2632.2912
ResCV an 7949.592 ResB2 1607.1696 ResMR 2632.2912
XTsa 301.4352 XB1 0 XS3 2850.696
ResTsa 301.4352 ResB1 1607.1696 ResS3 1350.5472
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1500.1488
YB1 1607.1696 ResNW1 475.0272 ResL 1500.1488
YNWest1 4728.5136 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 475.0272
YNWest2A 475.0272 XD 0
YD 3778.4592 ResD 1438.0272
YTsa 0 XS1 2340.432
ZCap 5827.1472 ResS1 2340.432
XS2 2340.432
ResS2 2340.432
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For the month of July:
XCapL 11462.25 XSeyL 8010.1644 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 6349.42248 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 14761.451 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 0 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1550.15376
YB1 1660.74192 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 4886.13072 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 0 XS1 2418.4464
ZCap 4376.21544 ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
For the month of August:
XCapL 12433.17 XSeyL 7039.2444 XCoqL 8084.19984
XU 765.53136 XNV an 5378.50248 XC 5364.1656
ResU 765.53136 ResNV an 1973.20704 ResC 2418.4464
XCV an 14761.451 XB2 1660.74192 XMR 2720.03424
ResCV an 8214.5784 ResB2 1660.74192 ResMR 2720.03424
XTsa 311.48304 XB1 0 XS3 2945.7192
ResTsa 311.48304 ResB1 1660.74192 ResS3 1395.56544
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1550.15376
YB1 1660.74192 ResNW1 490.86144 ResL 1550.15376
YNWest1 4886.13072 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 490.86144
YNWest2A 490.86144 XD 0
YD 3904.40784 ResD 1485.96144
YTsa 0 XS1 2418.4464
ZCap 3405.29544 ResS1 2418.4464
XS2 2418.4464
ResS2 2418.4464
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B.4 Population Growth Model
For the month of September:
XCapL 12815.1 XSeyL 5824.3923 XCoqL 7738.4034
XU 732.7944 XNV an 27.4167 XC 5134.7205
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 2314.9971
XCV an 9922.7583 XB2 5796.9756 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 1861.3845 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 469.872 XNWest2 3737.4012
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 0 XD 3737.4012
YD 0 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 0 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
For the month of October:
XCapL 4477.02 XSeyL 14162.4723 XCoqL 7738.4034
XU 732.7944 XNV an 12572.7699 XC 5134.7205
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 2314.9971
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 5796.9756 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 3737.4012
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 3737.4012
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 10683.9687 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
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For the month of November:
XCapL 8910 XSeyL 9729.4923 XCoqL 6934.3932
XU 732.7944 XNV an 8139.7899 XC 4330.7103
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 2314.9971
XCV an 14428.1943 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 0 XB1 0 XS3 2015.7132
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 531.8607
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4975.308 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 298.1628 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 6250.9887 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
For the month of December:
XCapL 863.04 XSeyL 17776.4523 XCoqL 6310.98
XU 732.7944 XNV an 16186.7499 XC 3707.2971
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 887.5737
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 0 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 14297.9487 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
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For the month of January:
XCapL 9517 XSeyL 9122.4923 XCoqL 7738.4034
XU 732.7944 XNV an 7532.7899 XC 5134.7205
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 2314.9971
XCV an 14428.1943 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 0 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4975.308 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 298.1628 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 5643.9887 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
For the month of February:
XCapL 8540 XSeyL 10099.4923 XCoqL 6105.0366
XU 732.7944 XNV an 8509.7899 XC 3501.3537
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 681.6303
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 6620.9887 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
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For the month of March:
XCapL 9083 XSeyL 9556.4923 XCoqL 6418.86
XU 732.7944 XNV an 7966.7899 XC 3815.1771
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 995.4537
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 6077.9887 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
For the month of April:
XCapL 1957.5 XSeyL 16681.9923 XCoqL 7151.4
XU 732.7944 XNV an 15092.2899 XC 4547.7171
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 1727.9937
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 13203.4887 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
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For the month of May:
XCapL 6095.22 XSeyL 12544.2723 XCoqL 7738.4034
XU 732.7944 XNV an 10954.5699 XC 5134.7205
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 2314.9971
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 9065.7687 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
For the month of June:
XCapL 9500.4 XSeyL 9139.0923 XCoqL 7738.4034
XU 732.7944 XNV an 7549.3899 XC 5134.7205
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 2314.9971
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 5660.5887 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
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For the month of July:
XCapL 11462.25 XSeyL 7177.2423 XCoqL 7738.4034
XU 732.7944 XNV an 5587.5399 XC 5134.7205
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 2314.9971
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 3698.7387 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
For the month of August:
XCapL 12433.17 XSeyL 6206.3223 XCoqL 7738.4034
XU 732.7944 XNV an 4616.6199 XC 5134.7205
ResU 732.7944 ResNV an 1888.8012 ResC 2314.9971
XCV an 14130.0315 XB2 1589.7024 XMR 2603.6829
ResCV an 7863.1839 ResB2 1589.7024 ResMR 2603.6829
XTsa 298.1628 XB1 0 XS3 2819.7234
ResTsa 298.1628 ResB1 1589.7024 ResS3 1335.8709
ZNV an 0 XNWest1 0 XL 1483.8525
YB1 1589.7024 ResNW1 469.872 ResL 1483.8525
YNWest1 4677.1452 XNWest2 0
YNWest2B 0 ResNW2 469.872
YNWest2A 469.872 XD 0
YD 3737.4012 ResD 1422.4041
YTsa 0 XS1 2314.9971
ZCap 2727.8187 ResS1 2314.9971
XS2 2314.9971
ResS2 2314.9971
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